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The breath taking eagle swooped by the wanderer as fast as a 

cheetah, the lone wanderers shiny brown hair sparkled while it 

whipped in the wind as quiet as birds tweeting at night. His eyes 

were green and glistened, they were like emeralds. 

 

Then suddenly there was a blinding light that took away the gloomy 

darkness, he was speechless. As the wanderer went forwards his 

heart was beating as he went to find out what was there. 

 

As the wanderer approached the glimmering light he thought to 

himself “what is this place?” 

So the wanderer went through the fragile ruins and then appeared a 

bridge with arches that looked like a vast beast’s rib cage. 

Underneath the bridge laid golden shimmering sand. The bridge had 

many amazing designs.  

 

More eagles flew around and it was like they were guarding the 

arched doorway carved with stunning stone. Suddenly the horse 

neighed and as the wanderer approached the door it rose up. As he 

entered the door it came down. 

 

The horse’s shoes clip clopped all the way down the spiral stair case 

and it had scary spikes on the sides. When the wanderer got to the 

bottom there was a bright light that reflected his face it was a 

colossal hole in the roof. 

He took a wrapped bundle and put it on the table and took the cloth 

off it was a beautiful dead girl. The girl had hair as dark as hell and 

eyes blue like sapphires her dress was white and glowed like 

diamonds. 



 

 

There were statues shaped as beasts and they were as still as the 

queen’s soldiers but the eyes still followed him. 

 

The wanderer had heard the legend of the resurrection since he was 

little and it was the only way he could break the curse of the 

emperor darkness. 

 

Suddenly the emperors black servants came from underground and 

went to kill him but he took out the sword of life and killed them. 

 

Then a God started to speak he was called Dormin he said that if he 

got a Jewel his loves life back. 

 

So the wanderer set off but then the voice came back 



 “Remember shine your sword to lead you to the jewel and erm 

theres a monster guarding it” 

“Ok” said the wanderer and he set off on his journey. 

 

So he followed the instructions and put the sword in the air and it 

guided him to the place. 

 

 

On the wanderer’s journey he heard a deafening roar. So he shone 

his sword and it led him to a cliff then the wanderer used some 

parkour and climbed up. Suddenly the monster, called Colossus, 

came out of the gloomy darkness and there was an almighty roar.  

 

So then the wanderer climbed on to Colossus and took his powerful 

sword and stabbed him in his leg and used the sword to climb up 

colossus he got stabbed many times. But when the wanderer got to 

the head he stabbed it as hard as he could and as Colossus fell to the 

ground there was a booming shake in the ground. Colossus’ arms 

and legs almost crushed the wanderer and the mark on his head 

stopped shining. After that the wanderer snatched the crystal. 

 



Now the fearsome wanderer headed to the temple so he could gain 

his loves life back. He was back in the temple then Dormin started to 

speak “I know you have succeeded I shall bring your loves life back 

also thank you for the jewel” 

Then the girl rose from the alter and ran to her love. 

 

THE END   
  

 


